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Ex Disposer is a passion project of mine, five years in the making. It's my most 
ambitious short film, conceived as both a creative calling card and a personal 
statement, and influenced by character-driven and slow-burning films in the styles 
of Paul Schrader, Mike Leigh, Wong Kar-wai, and Lynne Ramsay.

I pride myself on making deeply personal films. All of my films deal, directly or 
indirectly, with my experience living with clinical depression and anxiety. This is 
especially true in the case of Ex Disposer, a version of which I began writing in 2012 
after a two-week stay in a mental hospital. The script is a detailed psychological 
profile of a character, based heavily on myself, living with social avoidance and 
generalized anxiety. The film's timeline is split between past and present to address 
the long and short-term impact of these mental illnesses. The film also aims to 
demystify the 'tortured artist' trope, depicting a more toxic relationship between 
mental illness and creative vitality, one that is more often ruinous than fruitful.

Daniel Ferrer



Ex Disposer follows Andy, the destructively neurot-
ic former drummer for New Jersey hardcore outfit 
Disposer, who discovers his old band is returning 
home after a cross-country tour.

Nostalgic for his days behind the kit, Andy 
attempts to reunite with his bandmates, but first, 
he must confront the bad blood that was shed 
during his split from the group.



Jack DiFalco is a New York City based theatre, television, 
and film actor. Raised in Stormville, New York, DiFalco 
decided to pursue acting as an outlet after his father passed 
away. Following a stint in Off-Broadway plays which 
includes Trip Cullman’s Yen and Scott Elliott’s Mercury Fur, 
he made his Broadway debut in Roundabout’s Marvin’s 
Room opposite Lili Taylor, Janeane Garofalo, and Celia 
Weston. This was followed by roles in Harvey Fierstein’s 
Torch Song at The Hayes Theatre and the TONY-winning 
Sam Mendes directed The Ferryman.

To further gain experience and enrich his body of work, 
DiFalco made supporting and guest starring roles on 
television for The OA, Blue Bloods, Law & Order: SVU, 
Netflix’s Daredevil, FBI and the upcoming Hulu-produced 
Monsterland. His film credits include One Percent More 
Humid with Juno Temple, Julia Garner, and Alessandro 
Nivola, I Can, I Will, I Did with Mike Faist, Bully with Danny 
Trejo, and the Barry Levinson TV Movie Paterno starring Al 
Pacino. He was recently seen in Marshall Burnette's Silo 
and The Gold�nch alongside Nicole Kidman and Ansel 
Elgort. He will next be seen in Jamison M. LoCascio’s Know 
Fear and the Tribeca Film Festival selection Solitary.

JACK
DIFALCO
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Interview with JACK DIFALCO

How did you become attached to Ex Disposer?
So this is a little bit more of a complicated story. I was sent a script and I read it and I fell 
in love with it, and I really identified with it. I met the producers and the director and I 
fell in love with them, and pretty much everything they stood for, especially going along 
with the film and what they wanted to portray through it. It wasn’t just, yknow, a 
dysfunctional person per se, it was a story that a lot of people identified with. 

What drew you to playing Andy?
I would have to say everything. He’s an incredibly complicated person. He does incredibly 
complicated things. Not all of them are right but they’re all completely justified, in my 
eyes. It’s an opportunity to play somebody with a different life and a different legacy, and 
a different interest in the world and how he sees the world. Andy’s a type of person who 
constantly pushes himself to get out there and pushes himself to get out of his shell. I 
admire him. I admire him a lot. It was a very easy task in saying ‘yes’ to playing 
something as difficult and needed as this character.

What was the biggest challenge in terms of inhabiting Andy?
Andy is based on somebody who had a big part about making this movie. It was [about] 
doing it correctly and having that person around me a lot. Not so much a challenge but 
it was a little bit difficult to do it honestly. You know, I didn’t play drums before this—
that’s number one. I had never been a part of a band before—that’s number two. And 
I do not have agoraphobia. I can be nervous, I can be anxious but not to a degree that 
it’s debilitating. I think getting into the mindset of a character like that is incredibly 
challenging because I would never, ever in a million years know exactly what that feels 
like, and to have someone on set with me who does go through that, it’s very daunting 
to take on a character that I needed to play completely honestly because that person 
exists, if you know what I mean. 

Ex Disposer aims to demystify the ‘tortured artist’ trope. As an actor, what 
is your take on this?
Yeah, I feel like that is entirely correct. This movie really, really, really took that down. 
I think it shows you what a tortured artist is—that’s any artist. It’s pretty much 
anybody that’s an artist is tortured. I feel anybody that isn't tortured doing the thing 
that they love—I think there is a part of them that might not care about it as much. 
I’ve always lived by if it doesn’t stress you out, you don’t care about it. You should be 
stressed out. You should care so much that it affects you. It affects your day to day, it 
affects your life. This really illuminates, throws light upon that entire world of a 
drummer. A drummer who loves to play but hates crowds, which is funny because he’s 
part of a band that’s very successful, or getting successful. 

What did you take away from the role and journey of playing Andy?
I took away a lot. I took away a lot. As with a lot of characters that I play, I take away, 
pretty much an entirely new perspective of how other people live their lives, and how 
other people wake up in the morning and what their struggles are. It’s very, very 
humbling. It’s very, very humbling to do a deep dive into the psyche of someone who 
doesn’t have it as easy as other people. As somebody who's a minority in a lot of 
aspects and is not—things weren’t handed to him. He really had to figure this out.
I feel like I’ve taken away a lot of respect. It’s an entirely different facet that you get to 
face when you play a character but something as difficult and honest and as heartfelt. 
I mean, this script is brilliantly written. It really, really rips your heart out. I took an 
immeasurable amount. I also learned how to play the drums! So that I took away from 
this as well. But something that’s a little bit more to my heart is that I’ve become 
incredibly more humbled. It’s easy to take for granted, in your life, that the easy things 
or the things that you wake up and you just have but when you live a life where those 
things are missing, it’s incredibly difficult. It’s made me incredibly thankful.



Daniel Ferrer is a writer and director based in Northern New 
Jersey. As a lifelong lover of films, Daniel pursued 
filmmaking at Montclair State University. An open book on 
his struggle with clinical depression and anxiety, his body of 
work is often punctuated with stories and characters dealing 
with the conditions. Ex Disposer, his debut passion project 
made possible in collaboration with filmmaking partner and 
producer Amelia Spitler, is his most ambitious and personal 
film to date. When not writing or directing, he works in film 
education with Montclair Film. 
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Interview with DANIEL FERRER

This has been a long gestating personal project for you. What 
made you decide to finally put it on film? 
I wrote Ex Disposer while I was studying filmmaking at Montclair State. It was 
one of about a half dozen stories I had about a character named Andy, a kind 
of personal avatar for some of my own experiences with mental illness. His 
story was always changing, but the intent was always to talk about mental 
health in a way that most films hadn’t for me. I wanted to offer the kind of 
guidance I felt I never received. 

How would you describe Andy’s character arc? Is there hope for 
the Andy’s of the world?
I think character arcs are something that only exists in fiction. People don’t 
begin at one place and end at another. Their conflicts aren’t obstacle courses 
with finish lines. We don’t change over time so much as we become more like 
ourselves. And I think, in that context, Andy’s story is incredibly hopeful. His 
happy ending is in the wisdom that a happy ending was never the goal in the 
first place. His struggle is always in progress, and learning that is a rare 
accomplishment.

What do you wish will be the audience’s main takeaway after 
seeing Ex Disposer?
I don’t know if I should be telling the audience what to take away from the 
film. I don’t think that’s my job. However, I will say that the movies that had 
the greatest impact on me, movies that may have altered the course of my 
life, are the ones that caused me to see myself in places that I didn’t expect, 
to empathize with people that I didn’t want to be. That’s a vital experience 
for me. I don’t think you need that experience to appreciate Ex Disposer, but 
if you had it, at least you know you’re not alone. 



Amelia Spitler is a writer, director, and producer. In addition to 
film production, she frequents the film festival circuit, coordinating 
festivals such as the Sundance Film Festival, Seattle International 
Film Festival, and DOC NYC.

Raised on the East Coast, Amelia received her BFA in Filmmaking 
from Montclair State University. It’s at Montclair where she 
befriended Daniel Ferrer in their Experimental Film class, birthing 
a friendship and artistic collaboration that led to the creation of Ex 
Disposer. Post-graduation, Amelia began her professional career 
at Big Beach Films, where her passion for creative development 
and producing ignited. Following her craft, Amelia has since 
coordinated several feature and short films, including Hassan 
Fazili’s Midnight Traveler (Sundance 2019’s World Cinema 
Documentary Special Jury Award), Emma Seligman’s Shiva Baby 
(SXSW 2020), Robin Weigert’s The Interpreter, and Paola Ossa’s 
Remember When. She also collaborated as Associate Producer on 
Omri Dorani’s This Is Our Home (Cinequest 2019). 

Amelia is bi-coastal with roots in both New York City and Los 
Angeles. She is currently in pre-production on her own debut short 
as writer / director. She is a proud member of NYWIFT and the 
Independent Filmmaker Project.

Amelia
Spitler
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Interview with AMELIA SPITLER 

What attracted you to producing Ex Disposer?
Very simply put, I read a script that suckerpunched me in the gut and I had to produce it. 
Daniel and I met at film school. Initially, I read his script as a friend but I couldn’t ignore 
the potency of his story—the power in Daniel’s craft was intoxicating. As a queer woman, 
my experiences might not be similar to Andy’s. Yet I resonate with him. To me, Ex 
Disposer is about Andy’s daily battle to better himself. We start the story where he wants 
to fix what cannot be fixed. But he tries. On top of this, he has crippling mental health 
issues—none that he’s properly addressing. He wants to go back to a time when he 
channelled his pain into a placebo: drumming. Underneath the labels of “toxic 
masculinity” and “mental health issues,” Andy’s story is one we all face. I wanted to 
produce this film to exemplify that—to nurture this theme into a story that was nothing 
like “angsty punk boys with rage issues.” It’s so much more. So much beneath the surface. 
Proof that you should never judge a character. That’s the impact I wanted to bring: that 
this story is for everyone.

This is a very intense project. Take us through the casting process.
We used several resources. Jack DiFalco, our Andy, came to us through Adrienne Stern, a 
wonderful casting director in the independent film world. Casting Andy checked off a lot 
of ‘firsts’—first time working with a Casting Director, first time really reviewing 
self-tapes, first time having multiple rounds of casting. We learned how to adapt to the 
casting process. At first, we thought we needed to test drummers who could act. We quickly 
realized how counteractive that was. Jack was an immediate standout. He and Daniel had 
an instant bond. the first time we met him. I feel incredibly grateful that he loved us as 
much as we loved him.
Our other roles came from our own hard work. Aleigha K. Spinks helped us cast our 
supporting roles. Because she is an actor as well, she has incredible insight in knowing 
how to work with actors in the room. Kumasi Hopkins, Jen Taher, Joshua Torgerson and 
David LaMorte all came to us from Aleigha’s work. 
A lot of smaller supporting roles came from ingenuity. Michael J. Burg agreed to the role 
because I wouldn’t let him say no. The extras in the therapy scenes came from a Craiglist 
advertisement we posted. The extras in the Wishing Well are all of our friends! 

What were the challenges in getting this film in production?
Because this is Daniel’s thesis film, we had support most filmmakers don’t have on their first film, from equipment 
access to crew. However, we were making a film that had to exceed the limits of the classroom to be successful. We 
knew that we had to put in our own time, energy, and money to make the film we wanted to make. We had to 
push our shooting dates from February to June. We had to find money from our own pockets to make the film 
happen. It was a balancing act. Our alma mater wasn’t able to assist us past a certain point, unfortunately. 
It was my first time producing a film. I followed my intuition. A lot of successes came from direct action: we 
contacted people and were honest about our film and our requests. A lot of great people understood and 
supported us. When it came to post-production, I reached out in a similar way—our intentions are good, our film 
is great, and we’re honest people behind the film. For example, Arianna Shining Star of Apache Color was a high 
bet for us. We had no connections to her, why would she want to work with us? Yet, she did. As John Waters says, 
a “no” is for free—you never know unless you ask.
A lot of this film was trial and error. This film happened in a vacuum—we couldn’t have done this without film 
school but we had to act outside the limitations of the academic structure. I had to adapt, I had to think on my feet, 
I had to reach out to every resource I had for help. I never would have known I could have achieved so much 
without this film.

Ex Disposer is ripe with the debate on mental illness and how much it impacts an artist’s creative 
agency. Why do you think it’s an important subject to shine a light on?
It’s important because it’s not about having mental illness as an artist but how one deals with their mental health 
as both a person and an artist. For Andy, he uses his fears, anxiety, and pain to drum as fast and loud as he can. 
But he’s obviously not coping with his problems in a healthy way. He goes to therapy but isn’t an active participant. 
We can see that he doesn’t have healthy skills to address his pain. Using duct tape to cover your wounds does not 
help them heal. When he harms his best friend, he runs away without forming a coherent sentence. He reacts 
instantly over taking deliberate actions. If he could learn how to manage his suffering, if he could take small steps 
for help, he could “be better”. 
We acknowledge how his suffering does not make him a good artist. We don’t know Andy’s intention as an artist. 
His behaviors bubbles up in frenetic ways, and in the basement of a punk show, that is a powerful commodity. But 
knowing the suffering Andy has for every moment he isn’t pounding a drum, it’s obvious how unhealthy his role 
as Disposer’s drummer is for him in this story. We all are suffering every day. It’s how we seek help that separates 
us from Andy. Only by addressing his suffering directly will he ever get better.



JOSHUA
ECHEVARRIA

Cinematographer

Punk has always meant being real and expressing your own authentic 
raw emotions. Ex Disposer is an accurate and heart-wrenching depiction 
of the true story of countless kids being forced to grow and confront 
themselves. Working on the film was a godsend opportunity for me to 
develop my creative skills. Daniel created a film based on experiences 
that were in a sense my own coming-of-age.

Daniel and I discussed the look a lot from the beginning. We toyed with 
the idea of a few different anamorphic sets. We were able to play with 
filtration and texture to embody the chaos of past Andy. We 
experimented with water on the drum set and on Jack DiFalco to add 
some textural addition to the image. We chose contrasting color palettes 
for both worlds: red worked for the past and blue for the present. 
Working on Ex Disposer was an unforgettable experience. The actors and 
crew were all very professional and vibrating with so much passion!

RYAN
YOBS

Composer



ERIC
TUMOLO

CHRISTALLA
PHILIPPOU

Production Designer Daniel had a clear idea of how he wanted the production design to 
feel like and that made my pre-production research and 
preparation quite smooth. The grunge, makeshift approach was a 
matter of trying to make things look authentically bad to be 
realistic, but also allow there to be enough room for development 
through the passage of time. Entering a story world where 
something as harsh and sweaty as the underground punk scene, 
portrayed alongside such a delicate and touchy topic such as therapy 
and mental illness is a very jarring thing to wrap your head around, 
but that parallel is what made the script and final cut so powerful!

Working on Ex Disposer was an absolutely life changing experience. 
It was the catalyst to my success as an artist now, and to date 
remains the project I’m most proud of—we weren’t creating for 
money or status, but for the sheer passion of it and the belief in the 
potential of the script. Since the story took place in flashbacks, my 
job was to portray that as best as possible through appearance. I 
paid close attention to the moods and psyche of the characters. 
Subtle details are extremely important to me, and analyzing these 
characters helped me bring their stories to life in little ways.

Makeup & Hair Stylist



"MINIMAL"
"KNEE DEEP"
"SKUMFLAG"
Written, produced, and performed by Ryan Yobs
Recorded by Ryan Yobs and Lily Marsden
© 2019 Ryan Yobs

"NO MORE SOAP"
"THERAPY"
Written and produced by Ryan Yobs
Performed by Imperfect Paradise
© 2014 Greenhouse Records



cast
JACK DIFALCO
MICHAEL J. BURG
JEN TAHER
KUMASI HOPKINS
JOSHUA TORGERSON
RYAN YOBS
DAVID LAMORTE
FREDERICK WAGGONER
JESSIE KAISER

Andy
Bill
Sharon
CJ
Lev
Gabe
Brandon 
Sound Engineer
Amanda



crew
Director
Screenwriter
Producer
Executive Producer
Associate Producers

Cinematographer
Editor
Sound Designer
Production Designer
Composer
Makeup & Hair Stylist
Casting
Post-Sound Supervisor
Colorist

DANIEL FERRER
DANIEL FERRER
AMELIA SPITLER
GREGG SPITLER
CARLOS ANDRADE
WILL FREEMAN
JOSHUA ECHEVARRIA
SAM MITCHELL
WILL FREEMAN
ERIC TUMOLO
RYAN YOBS
CHRISTALLA PHILIPPOU
ADRIENNE STERN
ROB ACOCELLA
ARIANNA SHINING STAR / APACHE COLOR
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